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Abstract—An enormous amount of data is being collected and
stored in databases everywhere across the world. These data
bundles up and keep on increasing every year. Extracting
information that are hidden in such databases and classifying
that information extracted are most important tasks in data
mining. If such datasets are imbalanced, then it becomes tough
to handle it. Since Predicting future is one of the fundamental
tasks in data mining. Working with imbalance datasets to
predict the possible outcome is a very tedious task. The dataset
is imbalanced when it is not classified correctly, when one class
holds more instances than other. They are often represented as
a positive class (minority) and negative (majority) class. The
class that has less number of samples is called minority class,
and one that has more is called majority class. Imbalance
dataset causes many serious issues in data mining, mostly the
standard classification algorithm considers the dataset as
balanced which in turn is partial towards majority class. For
applications like medical diagnosis, this causes a very serious
effect. Hence balancing dataset is critical for many real-time
applications. In this study, we will analyze various
classifications techniques and algorithms that are used for
balancing datasets like Sampling technique, K-nearest
neighbour, Naive Bayesian, Decision Tree, SMOTE and an
efficient method to handle imbalance datasets using classifier
ensemble method is proposed. Ensemble based method are a
combination of various classifiers which is an ensemble of new
approach with other existing data and algorithmic approaches.
Here we propose a new method that is the combination of new
decision tree algorithm (which uses combined splitting criteria
and distance measure approach to choose best splitting
feature) and naive Bayesian approach. Since it combines
advantages of many classifiers, this new approach outperforms
previous methods.
Keywords- Imbalanced Datasets, Classification, Classifier,
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Data mining is the process of extracting or discovering
hidden and useful information from the database [1].Data
mining methods used for analyzing and summarizing data in
meaningful and understandable ways [2]. Data mining
divided into two tasks. They are descriptive and predictive
tasks. These two approaches used for data mining to

uncover hidden information from a large amount of data or
dataset. Predictive task predicts the future value of an
attribute by using the values and results obtained from
another data or attribute [3]. An example of a predictive task
in the medical department is deciding whether a patient is
suffering from a particular disease or not based on the
diagnostic test results obtained from analyzing symptoms
and other conditions. The descriptive model provides
derivative patterns by analyzing past outcomes and gives
abstract of underlying relationship between data [4]. An
example of the descriptive model, In electrical companies to
predict the optimal electric cost, the history of power usage
can be examined and analyzed to make a plan. The
descriptive task involves Clustering, Association Rule
Discovery, Sequential pattern, summarizations. Predictive
tasks are Classification, Regression and Deviation detection.
Clustering is the process of grouping objects that are
similar into clusters. The training set not used in clustering
hence it is called unsupervised learning [27].Marketing
strategy is a good example of clustering. In this datasets of
customers are split into sub-datasets based on similar
characteristics, using this information a product can target to
particular customers. Associative Rule discovery is a
descriptive technique that analysis pattern based on the
occurrence of objects. Sequential pattern discovery predicts
pattern based on the occurrence of events and its sequence.
Regression method predicts the value of one variable by
considering the value of other variables [15]. A dataset is
imbalanced when some samples in one class are more than
the other. It often referred as minority and majority class.
The class that has more samples are called majority class
and the class that contains less number of samples called
minority class.It is tough to learn from imbalance dataset.
Imbalance dataset causes many issues. One of the main
problems is the class that has less instances(minority class)
represents the concept of interest in most cases[6] for
example in the medical field, patients suffering from illness
or disease may be minority class, and majority class
represents healthy patient. In such case missing an illness
patient who is the positive class (minority) but classified
negative (false negative) leads to the serious problem. Thus,
imbalance problem causes the serious effect in many real
world applications.
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Classification techniques classified as data level,
algorithm level, cost sensitive level, feature selection level
and ensemble level [8]. In data level approach datasets are
balanced in preprocessing stage [8]. Sampling methods are
data level approach which will be discussed briefly in
literature review section. The other classification
algorithms are Decision Tree, SVM, K-nearest neighbour,
Bayesian classifier, artificial neural network, fuzzy rulebased classification and regression trees [9]. Decision tree
method is used to develop a tree like structure that has leaf
and decision nodes. The decision nodes represents
attributes in data set which are further expanded using
splitting criterias [24]. More about decision tree and
splitting criteria are discussed in later sections. K-nearest
neighbour algorithm known as the lazy learning algorithm.
In this algorithm, the object is classified based on the
neighbours associated with it. The object belongs to that
category its majority belongs to which is decided by
distance similarity [11]. For example, if it has five
neighbours three neighbours belongs to a class A and two
belong to other class B then this new object belong to class
A.If it has the single neighbour when k=1 then it belongs to
that category. KNN calculates distances using Euclidian
distance for numerical value and Hamming distance for
categorical attributes [9]. Naïve Bayesian classifier method
is a statistical method for classification. It based on Bayes
theorem which is named after Tomas Bayes. It uses
Bayesian formula and calculates the probability to assume
predictor value. Naive Bayesian though it’s simple it
outperforms other classification methods [12].
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Class imbalance is a major problem which has faced by
many real world application fields and domains. Several
approaches and algorithms have been developed and
proposed to overcome this issue. Techniques that used for
solving imbalance datasets classified as Algorithm level,
Data level, Cost-Sensitive level, Future selection level and
Ensemble level [8]. At Data Level Approach, to Balance
the dataset, some instances are either removed from or
added to the majority and minority classes respectively
[13]. According to Chawla, In data level approach, datasets
are put together before they trained by classifiers. Hence, it
is easier to balance as compared to algorithm level
approach (Chawla 2010). Sampling techniques are used to
balance the imbalance datasets at the data level, which
represented as two types, Over Sampling and under
Sampling. Sampling techniques which involve reducing
majority class samples by removing some instances called
Under-Sampling. When reduction of Samples done with
some knowledge it is known as informed under sampling

[14], when performed randomly then it is called random
under sampling [16]. The oversampling method adds some
instances by generating minority class samples, so in
original dataset essential information gets included which
in turn improves the performance of classifier [17]. Hence,
Oversampling methods are useful than Under sampling..
The Sampling methods are further Categorize as many
methods based on the generation of synthetic samples.
Some of the methods are Synthetic Minority Oversampling
techniques (SMOTE) [18]. Adaptive Synthetic Sampling
Technique (ADASYN)[19] and Borderline SMOTE[20].
Data level approaches are sometimes better when
compared with algorithm level, but both techniques have
many disadvantages. The main drawback of the undersampling technique is the loss of useful data, since some
data are removed randomly from majority class. Whereas
in Oversampling, adding new instances to minority class
induces overfitting problem [21]. The accuracy of
Classification has been affected because of this issue. In
algorithm level, existing algorithm is modified to recognize
instances in minority class[22]the main drawback is it
depends on classifiers and is sometimes difficult to handle.
Decision tree method is another classification technique
which is used to build classification model as a tree
structure. It uses divide and conquer rule and divides
datasets into subsets as child nodes. The best predictor
attribute made as root node [23].
Decision tree algorithm is mainly of three types as ID3,
CART and C4.5. These three algorithms have its issues and
advantages. Disadvantages of id3 are Over classification,
over fitting problem, missing values are not properly
handled, not suitable for large examples. CART may
sometimes result in unstable decision tree and can only
splits one variable at a time.C4.5 may develop branches
that contains nodes with zero values and can result in
complex tree which is bigger It is based on the application
to decide which one best suited. The performance mainly
depends on splitting criteria used. Brieman analyzed
various splitting criteria Shannon entropy, Gini impurities
and Twoing and briefly discussed its effect on
classification [24]. Further analysis on splitting criteria
done by Deitterich and according to his analysis splitting
criteria has the huge effect on the performance of the tree
[25]. Ensemble classifier is another classifier technique
which also known as multiple classifiers. It improves the
performance of single classifier by combining other
classifiers, and the new classifier obtained which
outperforms all other classifiers [26]. One such ensemble
method is proposed in this study.
III.

METHODOLOGY ADAPTED

In this study, we proposed an Ensemble method which
is the combination of many classifiers techniques. An
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ensemble approach integrates advantages of many
classifiers and thus produces better performance than other
classifiers. In this study, we propose a decision tree
algorithm by analyzing different splitting criteria that used
for ID3, CART and C4.5 and combining these splitting
criteria to find best splitting attribute. The splitting criteria
used are Shannon entropy used in ID3 and C4.5 decision
tree and Gini impurity measure which is used in CART.
The splitting criteria used for ID3 and C4.5 is Shannon
entropy: Shannon entropy for target class X=x and feature
Y is
………………(i)
Where Y represents the distinct values count and X the
count of a total number of values of the target attribute.
Consider Play tennis dataset, in which play game is target
attribute the values are yes and no. If there are two distinct
values for target attribute play game, Then number of yes
is 5 and number of No are 3 then Shannon entropy is
calculated for positive class as p(5/8) and P(3/8) .
Gini impurity measure:
……(ii)
Gain ratio (S, A)=
..(iii)
The new gain ratio formula applied after calculating
splitting criteria, where split information is best splitting
criterion which is calculated using splitting criteria formula
Classification rules to select best splitting criteria are
1. Select best splitting attribute based on splitting
criterion
2. Split input data based on the splitting attribute values
3. Repeat the process recursively until the subsets
outcome is all positive or all negative i.e. pure subset.
Drawback in using Information gain:
The best splitting attribute is chosen in id3 based on
information gain values. The attribute that has highest
information gain is selected as the root node and based on
the values of chosen attribute again another attribute that is
closer to root value was chosen; thus, the decision tree is
developed by recursively deciding best attribute to split.
Information gain used by Id3 may classify the data
perfectly, but it is biased towards attribute that has more
values than those that has lesser. An attribute may have
many possible values, so the information gain value will be
high, but that particular attribute may turn out to be a poor
predictor[28]. To overcome the drawback faced in using
information gain. It improved by calculating Gain ratio,

Gain ratio(S, A) =

……(iv)

Split information(S, A) =

….(v)

Where S represents the subset, Si values range from 1
to c .C is some distinct values for attribute A. Split
information is entropy value on the values of attribute
A.Id3 algorithm information gain entropy value is
calculated on target attribute.
Drawback in using Gain ratio: The main drawback of
using gain ratio is the denominator value may be zero or
very small[28].
Using Distance based measure with splitting criterion:
In order to overcome the drawback faced by using gain
ratio and split information Distance based measure
introduced Lopez de Mantaras can be used to improve
performance and to produce small decision tree as it
considers Distance values of attributes that are closer[28].
Distance Measure Attribute
….(vi)
(DMA) =
Thus, a best splitting criteria is derived using all splitting
criterion formulas, since it eliminates the drawbacks of
each splitting criterion. Best splitting attribute is chosen to
develop decision tree which is helpful to derive future
outcomes. Ensemble classification technique combines
new algorithm with existing classification method. Here,
On top of the new decision tree that is developed using
combined formula and the new gain ratio is obtained and
the decision tree is generated then the performance of
classifier and time consumption is analyzed then ensemble
approach developed by combining the decision tree with
the naïve Bayesian approach.
ALGORITHM 1:
Input: Training data (attributes A1, A2….An and Target
class)
Output: Decision
Tree START
Step1: Node-> Select best attribute An which gives closer
gain ratio based on splitting criterias and DMA
Step 2: If (subset is pure (achieving all yes or all no))
Then Stop growing
Else
Select best attribute An which gives
closer gain ratio based on splitting criterias and
DMA
Step 3: For each child node repeat step 1 and
2. END
Algorithm 2: Procedure of ensemble classification
technique
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START
Step 1: Load dataset into the database.
Step 2: Split data from the database into two subsets i.e.
subset1 and subset2, then calculate number of positive
class and negative class that present in the database.
Step 3: Calculate Information Gain using equation
1. Step 4: Calculate Gain Ratio using equation 4
and 5. Step 5: Calculate Gini Index using equation
2.
Step 6: Make decision to choose which attribute is best
attribute to split based on DMA equation 6.
Step 7: Develop decision tree using Algorithm 1.
Step 8: On top of the decision tree we develop using
algorithm 1 naïve Bayesian method using Bayes theorem
i.e.
Bayesian formula P(c|x) = P(x|c) P(c)/ P(x)
where P(c|x) is posterior probability(x|c) is likelihood of
predictor(c) is class prior probability(x) is predictor prior
probability .
Step 9: Improved Decision
Tree. END

proposed algorithm evaluated for different datasets. The
data sets used here are extracted from UCL machine
learning repository, KEEL and are modified.
Table 1 denotes comparison of time consumption of
existing id3 algorithm and proposed algorithm. The
analysis and comparison study made by Ally Leung [29]
gives time in milliseconds of existing id3 algorithm which
is compared with our proposed work done in this study.
Dataset

Records

ID3 existing
algorithm (ms)

Proposed
Algorithm

1

460

30.3

23.0

2

1152

41

34.0

3

1728

56

35.1

Table 1: Comparison of Execution time between
ID3 and Proposed algorithm

Here in this study, a new decision tree is applied first
and after analyzing the performance of ensemble classifier
To further improve this study naive Bayesian classification
technique is applied which uses Bayesian formula and
calculates probability and likelihood, naïve Bayesian
outperforms all other classifiers [12] and results are
analyzed which proves that since it combines many
classification techniques it eventually improves
performance than other classifiers.
IV.

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

Combining Decision tree with another classification
improves efficiency, because decision tree approach has
many advantages, Such as it is simple to understand, it can
handle both numerical and categorical data and is Robust.
Hence using other existing classification methods over the
decision tree further improves performance. Moreover the
issues faced by all other existing decision trees Id3,CART
and c4.5 are analyzed and to overcome all those issues the
best splitting criteria should be chosen. Various splitting
criterion which includes Shannon entropy, Gain ratio and
Gini are combined and modified using distance measure
attribute. Hence ,the modified splitting criterion results in
selecting best splitting attribute which eventually results in
improved decision tree which is small and effectively
predicts future outcome.
Combining this modified decision tree with naive
Bayesian method and other classification increases
classifiers performance and the time consumption of the

Figure 1: Comparison of Execution time between
ID3 and Proposed algorithm in
different datasets
Figure 1 represents the time consumption of different
datasets. X axis represents time in milliseconds and y axis
different datasets. Blue line denotes time consumption of
existing id3 algorithm and red denotes the time
consumption of the proposed approach which clearly
shows that time consumption is less than the existing one
as it reduces decision tree by selecting only necessary
attributes that are needed to predict future values.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we have analyzed various classification
techniques for imbalance dataset and developed ensemble
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approach which involves developing a proposed decision
tree algorithm and Naive Bayesian method applied on top
of it which results in efficient and reduced decision tree.
The decision tree is developed by combining different
splitting criterias like Information gain, Gain ratio, Gini
impurity measure and best splitting attribute is selected by
using Distance based measure along with different splitting
criteria. Since selecting splitting attribute plays important
role in performance of decision tree. The improved
decision tree is efficient in predicting the class outcome
from the dataset and takes less time in producing the
outcome. Thus combining these classification techniques
improves the classifier performances and overcomes
certain issues faced by other existing methods discussed
earlier in this paper.
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